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TIME-INDEPENDENT, EVENT-BASED

transmission failures for every ID during the time period are
stored as ?ags, and detection of faulty transmitters is con

SYSTEM FOR RECEIVING AND
DISCRIMINATING UNIQUE CODES FROM
MULTIPLE TRANSMITTERS AND METHOD

ducted only after the time period expires for a given cycle.
Because different transmitters often send signals at different

rates, the predetermined time period selected in the ’671

FOR DOING THE SAME

system may not be compatible With a particular set of

transmitters, making the system less reliable. Thus, the

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

effectiveness of the ’671 system depends on the compatibil
ity betWeen the transmission rate of the transmitters and the

1. Field of the Invention
The invention relates to a system and a method for

receiving and discriminating unique codes from multiple

10

predetermined time period in the system. If the predeter

transmitters. More particularly, the invention relates to an

mined time period is not adjustable by the user, this restric
tion unduly limits the user’s selection of transmitters

event-based system and method for receiving unique codes

because the selected transmitter’s transmission rate must be

from multiple transmitters, such as tire pressure sensors, and
building a table of those unique codes so that data received

compatible With that time period.

from the remote sources can be identi?ed and validated.

There is a need for a time-independent, event-based
15

2. Related Art

With the development of systems monitoring equipment

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION
Accordingly, the present invention is directed to a method

for vehicles, it is knoWn to monitor the pressure in a

vehicle’s tires by installing a transducer Within each vehicle
tire Which can provide a perceptible indication of the pres

and apparatus for discriminating betWeen ID codes from

sure to the vehicle operator. These indications have

included: a visible signal provided on the tire Whereby the

tire must be visually inspected by the operator, a magnetic
?eld generated by the transducer Which generates a Warning

system that operates independently of the transmission rate
of the transmitters being sensed.

25

on the instrument panel for the operator via a detector hard
Wired near the tire, and a radio transmitter interconnected to
the transducer Within each tire Which provides a Wireless
signal to a receiver on the vehicle for providing a Warning
to the operator.

desired transmitters and ID codes from undesired transmit
ters using a time-independent, event-based system. An array
in memory has registers corresponding to ID codes from a
group of desired transmitters. Each register has a corre
sponding ID code counter. The system also has an event
counter. When an ID code is received from a transmitter, the
system increments the event counter, and checks to see if the

received ID code matches an ID code in the registers. If the
received ID code matches an ID code or if the register is

In the Wireless tire pressure sensing and indication system

clear, the ID code counter corresponding to that register
increments. Any register Whose associated ID counter is

mentioned above, transmitters are mounted Within each tire
Which communicate With a receiver. The receiver is inter
connected With a display device Which can display Whether
any of the four tires has a loW pressure condition. In order 35

beloW a predetermined ID counter threshold When the event
counter exceeds a predetermined event counter threshold is
cleared. Thus, ID codes from undesired transmitter can be
cleared from the array.

to distinguish betWeen each of the tire-mounted transmitters,
each of the transmitters is coded With a unique identi?cation
number (ID) indicating a particular tire position. Each of the
transmitters thereby transmits a data frame containing both
the ID and a signal corresponding to the pressure in the

In another embodiment, an auxiliary array With auxiliary
registers and corresponding auxiliary ID code counters is
provided, and matching and incrementing is conducted in a

particular tire.

routine. The system is especially adapted for use With
automatically learning the ID codes from tire pressure
senders in vehicles.

similar manner. In this embodiment, ID codes in the auxil
iary array are made available to the main array by a checking

Because vehicles are often located nearby one another

during operation, it is conceivable that the receiver could
detect a signal from a neighboring vehicle and erroneously
record the pressure signal as relating to the vehicle in Which
the receiver is mounted. Further, erroneous signals could
also be recorded When the tires are rotated. Yet, further
erroneous signals may result if the ID data is corrupted in a
volatile memory location. It has been found to be important
that a Wireless tire pressure monitoring system be able to
“learn” the IDs of the tire pressure transmitters associated
With the vehicle.
Various solutions have been proposed to the problem of
enabling the receiver to learn the IDs. One solution requires
the operator of the vehicle to hold a magnet adjacent to each

45

The auxiliary ID codes and associated code counters are
used for main ID code replacement, Which can occur, for
example, if a car has a replacement tire With a transmitter
having a neW ID code. The system checks to see if the

55

tire Which causes the transmitter associated thereWith to

“Wake up” and send a transmission containing the ID to the
receiver. Another solution is proposed in US. Pat. No.

5,612,671, issued Mar. 18, 1997, titled “Method of Learning
Tire Pressure Transmitter ID” (“the ’671 patent”), Wherein
the receiver includes a microprocessor controller pro

grammed to learn the IDs of the tire senders by recording the
IDs in the controller memory as “main” senders presumed to
be those on the vehicle Wheels Wherein subsequent neW IDs
are accepted as “reserve” senders. The ’671 patent, hoWever, 65

number of inactive ID codes matches the number of auxil
iary ID codes that have counters exceeding a predetermined
threshold, indicating an active auxiliary ID code. If so, the
system moves the active auxiliary codes to the main array to
replace the inactive main ID codes. If the number of inactive
ID codes does not match the number of active auxiliary ID
codes, the system provides an error message. The invention
therefore does not require evaluating the number of event
occurrences over a predetermined time period, but instead
compares the number of events With time-independent
thresholds.

Other objects, features, and advantages of the invention
Will be apparent from the ensuing description in conjunction
With the accompanying draWings.
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

In the draWings:
FIG. 1 is a schematic circuit diagram of a system for

detects faulty transmitters by measuring the number of

receiving and discriminating unique codes for multiple

transmission failures over a predetermined time period;

transmitting sources according to the invention;

US 6,215,389 B1
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the received IDs are valid <52>. This is accomplished by
determining Whether the received ID code is currently stored

FIG. 2 is a How chart showing a method for performing

the functions of the system of FIG. 1 identifying broad steps

of operation therefor;
FIG. 3 is a How chart shoWing the steps of the method of

FIG. 2 in greater detail;
FIG. 4 is a How chart identifying the event block “A” of

FIG. 3;
FIG. 5 is a How chart identifying the event block “B” of

FIG. 3;
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FIG. 6 is a How chart identifying the event block “C” of

element of the auXiliary array.
The controller 32 then sums the main and auXiliary
counters and determines Whether a predetermined number of

FIG. 3;
FIG. 7 is a How chart identifying the event block “D” of

FIG. 3; and
FIG. 8 is a How chart identifying the event block “E” of
FIG. 3.

in one of the elements of the main array. If so, the main
counter corresponding to that element of the main array is
incremented to Watch the activity of that ID code stored in
the main array <54>. If not, the received ID code is
compared to any ID codes stored in the auXiliary array. If a
match is found in the auXiliary array, the auXiliary counter
corresponding to that element of the auXiliary counter is
incremented. If not, the received ID code is assigned to an

15

signals have been received by the receiver <56>. At this
point, the controller 32 performs a check of the activity of
each of the elements of the main array by checking the
values of the main counter elements. If any of the main array

elements are missing (i.e., its corresponding counter equals

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

Zero for a predetermined number of event cycles), the
controller determines Whether any auXiliary array elements
need to replace any missing main array elements <56>.
Thus, the most recently received active ID codes are main
tained in the main array. Further, because ID codes not found
in the main array are immediately stored in the auXiliary
array, any transient signals, such as those emitted by a

Referring noW to the draWings and to FIG. 1 in particular,

a system 10 for receiving and discriminating unique codes
for multiple transmitting sources such as tire transmitters 12,
14, 16 and 18 is shoWn and described. The system 10
includes an antenna 20, that receives signals 22, 24, 26, and
28 from, for example, the driver side front tire transmitter
12, driver side rear transmitter 14, passenger side front tire

transmitter located adjacent to the instant vehicle for a
transient period, are not mistakenly recorded into the main

transmitter 16 and passenger side rear tire transmitter 18.
The antenna 20 is interconnected to conventional receiver

array as an ID code located on the vehicle.

circuitry 30, Which in turn, is interconnected to a micro
computer controller 32. The controller 32 is adapted to

If any missing ID codes of the main array do not have a
corresponding neW ID code in the auXiliary array, an error

receive signals from the receiver circuitry 30 and identify
unique codes transmitted by the transmitters 12—18.

signal is generated to the vehicle operator <58>. The main
routine ends <60> and processing returns to <52> via loop

The controller 32 is connected to a program memory 34
that stores the necessary program instructions to run the

<62>.
FIG. 3 is a How chart shoWing the steps of the method of

controller 32, a bank of random access memory 36 (RAM),

35

often referred to as volatile memory, and a non-volatile

memory bank 38 (EEPROM) for storing data after the
system 10 has been poWered doWn. The controller 32 is also
connected to an error indicator 40 and a miscellaneous

and rear driver-side and front and rear passenger-side trans
mitters 12—18. These arrays are referred to as mainID(n),

indicator 42 Which are adapted to provide indications such
as alerts to a loW tire pressure and/or various data relating to

mainctrID(n), auXID(n) and auXctrID(n) Where n is an
integer ranging from 1 to 4 <68>.
With reference to the above description of FIG. 2, mainID
(n) refers to the main array storing the ID codes determined

the information signals 22—28 received from the tire trans
mitters 12—18 such as tire pressure, and other desired values.
FIG. 2 shoWs a How chart identifying broad process steps

performed by the controller 32. The controller 32 operates to

45

de?ne a main array, a main counter, an auXiliary array and

correspond to the transmitters 12—18 on the vehicle but
Which are stored for later possible substitution into mainID

(n). auXctrID(n) refers to the auXiliary counter array iden
tifying the number of times the corresponding element of
auXID(n) has been detected by the receiver 30.

same manner. These counters, rather than a timer, provide
55

The above-identi?ed register and counter arrays are

initialiZed, i.e., mainID(n)=0, mainctrID(n)=0, auXID(n)=0,

of times received IDs match stored IDs), not by a time

and auXctrID(n)=0 for each n from 1 to 4 <68>. If any valid
codes from mainID(n) Were stored in the EEPROM 38
before the last poWer doWn of the system 10, they can be
reloaded into mainID(n) <70>. The controller 32 also
de?nes a variable corresponding to the particular array

period. Thus, any transmitter, having any transmission rate,
can be used in the inventive system With equal effectiveness.

An initialiZation step is performed Whereby these arrays and
counters are reset. Optionally, the contents of the EEPROM

can be Written to the main register to “preload” the main
array With previously-detected values for the transmitter IDs

element in auXID(n) in Which neWly read codes determined

(if saved into the EEPROM at shutdoWn).
Once the main and auXiliary registers and counters are
initialiZed at poWer-up, the receiver receives signals from
the transmitters containing the IDs and determines whether

to correspond to the transmitters 12—18 on the vehicle.

mainctrID(n) refers to the main counter array identifying the
number of times the corresponding element of mainID(n)
has been detected by the receiver 30. auXID(n) refers to the
auXiliary array storing the ID codes not determined to

an auXiliary counter <50>. The main array contains registers
adapted to store the IDs determined to correspond to the
transmitters located on the tires of the vehicle. The main
counter corresponds to an “activity” rating for each element
of the main array—each time an ID contained in the main
array is detected, the main counter is incremented. The same
applies to the auXiliary array and the auXiliary counter in the

the reference for identifying active transmitters; the process
cycle is determined by the number of events (eg the number

FIG. 2 in greater detail and provides additional steps per
formed by the controller 32 identi?ed in FIG. 2. Once started
<64> and poWered on <66>, the controller 32 de?nes four
arrays, each having four elements corresponding to the front

65

to not be found in mainID(n) are to be loaded. This variable,
referred to as auXregnum, is initially set to a value of 1,
signifying that codes not found in mainID(n) are to be

loaded into the ?rst array element of auXID(n), namely,

auXID(auXregnum) <72>.

US 6,215,389 B1
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Adata frame containing an ID code, referred to as IDcode,

the auXiliary array auXID(n). First, the auXiliary register

is then detected by the receiver circuitry 30 through the

indicator auXregnum is compared to determine Whether it
eXceeds a value of 4 <132>, indicating that all available
auXID array elements have been ?lled With various unique
IDcode values. If so <134>, processing returns <136> back
to the main routine of FIG. 3 <84>.

antenna 20 and is sent to the controller 32 <74>.
Processing in the controller 32 then passes to the event
block shoWn as “A” <76> in FIG. 3. FIG. 4 shoWs the

subroutine corresponding to the event block “A” <76>,
<90>. First, a Boolean ?ag variable maindetect is initially set

If auXregnum does not eXceed a value of 4, auXregnum

to a value of FALSE <92>. maindetect is used as a ?ag
Which is set to TRUE When IDcode matches an element of

the mainID(n) array. To check Whether IDcode matches an

thereby indicates the neXt array element of auXID(n) to be
?lled. Therefore, auXID(auXregnum) is set equal to IDcode
10

element of rnainID(n), the folloWing steps are performed. A

<140> to note that the particular array element of auXID
(auXregnum) has received a valid code (essentially to re?ect

counter variable n is set to 1 <94>. A compare is done to

the activity experienced by this array element by detecting
a valid IDcode). Further, the auXiliary register number

determine Whether IDcode is equal to mainID(n) <96>.
If this condition is true, the counter associated With that

element of the mainID array is incremented, namely,
mainctrID(n) is incremented <98> and the ?ag variable

15

available to receive a valid IDcode. Processing then returns
<136> to the main routine of FIG. 3 <84>.
Processing then passes <86> to event block “D” of FIG.
7 <144>. Each of the counter arrays mainctrID(n) <146> and
auXetrID(n) <148> are summed for each of their four array
elements. These summed array totals are respectively

eXceeds 4 <106>, processing returns from event block “A”

<102>, shoWn in FIG. 4, to its processing origin in FIG. 3
<76>. If n does not eXceed 4, processing returns <108> to

(FIG. 4) to FIG. 3 <76>, a compare step <78> is performed

variable auXregnum is incremented <142> to indicate that

the neXt available register, i.e., auXlD(auXregnum+1), is

maindetect is set to a value of TRUE <100>. If this condition
is false, the counter variable n is incremented <104>. If n

compare IDeode With the neXt element of the mainID(n)
array <96>.
Once processing returns <102> from event block “A”

<138>. In addition, auXctrID(auXregnum) is incremented

25

referred to as Sum(mainctrID(n)) <146> and Sum(auXctrID
(n)) <148> for each n from 1 to 4. These values represent the
total number of “hits” that a valid IDcode has been received

by the system 10 for a particular detection cycle. As noted

to determine Whether maindetect is equal to TRUE. If not,

processing <80> passes to event block “B” <110> (FIG. 5)

above, the detection cycle is set as a predetermined number

to determine Whether IDcode equals any elements of the

passes <86> to event block “D” <144> (FIG. 7) to determine

of “hits” and is time-independent. HoWever, the detection
cycle comprises a predetermined interval during Which the
controller does not compare the mainID(n) and auXID(n)

Whether a suf?cient number of IDcodes have been detected
to indicate the systems’ readiness to determine Whether any

(n) or auXID(n) arrays (the frequency of Which is identi?ed

auXID(n) array. If maindetect equals TRUE, processing

arrays, but rather collects valid IDcodes in either the mainID

array elements in the auxiliary auXID(n) array need to be

in the rnainctrID(n) and auXctrID(n) arrays, respectively).

Written over any inactive elements in the mainID(n) array.
As processing passes <80> to event block “B” <110>

When a suf?cient number of valid IDcodes have been
35
detected, the compare and transfer routine of event block

(FIG. 5) When maindetect does not equal TRUE in the
compare step <78>, a ?ag variable auXdetect is initially set

“E” <156> (FIG. 8) is called. In the eXample shoWn in event
block “D” (FIG. 7), either 16 valid IDcodes are read into the

to a value of FALSE <112> to indicate that IDcode has not

mainID(n) array (denoted by the Sum(mainctrID(n)) value

been detected as being previously loaded into a particular
array element of the auXID(n) array. To determine Whether
IDcode matches any array elements of auXID(n), a counter

being at least 16) or 32 valid IDcodes are read into the

auXID(n) array (denoted by the Sum(auXctrID(n)) value
being at least 32) <150>. These threshold values can be set
to values greater than or less than 16 and 32, respectively,
Without departing from the scope of this invention.

variable n is initialiZed at a value of 1 <114>.

A compare step <116> is then performed to determine
Whether IDcode is equal to auXID(n). If this condition is met,
the counter auXctrID(n) associated With the auXID(n) is
incremented <118> and the variable auXdetect is set to a
value of TRUE <120> to indicate that IDcode has indeed
matched a value in the auXID(n) array. If this condition is not
met, the counter variable n is incremented <124> and is
determined Whether it has eXceeded a value of 4 <126>. If
n does eXceed 4, processing returns <122> to the point it left
the main routine of FIG. 3 <80>. If n does not eXceed 4,
processing returns <128> to the compare step <116> to
determine Whether IDcode matches the neXt element of the

45

FIG. 8 shoWs the event block “E” <156>, <158> Where
the compare and transfer routine is schematically repre
sented. First, each array element of mainctrID(n) is scanned
in a compare step <160> to determine Whether an array

element thereof is equal to 0. This represents an element of
mainID(n) Wherein no valid IDcodes Were detected.
If no elements of mainctrID(n) are equal to 0 <162>, each
55

of the other arrays are reinitialiZed, namely, mainctrID(n)=0,
auXID(n)=0, and auXctrID(n)=0 for each n from 1 to 4
<164>. Processing then returns <176> to the main routine of
FIG. 3 <86>. The system has thereby veri?ed that all
IDcodes loaded into the array elements of the main array
mainID(n) are valid and the system is reset for another

auXID(n) array.
Once processing returns <122> to the main routine of
FIG. 3 <80> from event block “B” (FIG. 5), a compare step
<82> is performed to determine Whether auXdetect has been
set to a value of TRUE, indicating that IDcode did match a

detection cycle.

value of the auXiliary array auXID(n). If the compare step
<82> is true, processing passes <86> to event block “D”

<144> (FIG. 7). If the compare step <82> is false, processing
passes <84> to event block “C” <130> (FIG. 6).
FIG. 6 shoWs a How chart indicating the process steps
performed in event block “C” <130> if IDcode does not
match any elements of either the main array mainID(n) or

OtherWise, processing returns <152> to the point it left the
main routine <154>, <86>.

65

If the compare step <160> is true, namely, there eXists at
least one mainID(n) array element Where its corresponding
counter mainctrID(n) is equal to Zero, processing passes to
another compare step <166> Wherein the number of array
elements of mainctrID(n) Which equal 0 are counted and
compared to be equal to auXregnum—1. This step is a
veri?cation step Which checks to con?rm that the number of

US 6,215,389 B1
8
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“missing” IDcodes from the main array mainID(n) is equal

counter threshold, Wherein ID codes from undesired

to the number of IDcodes loaded into the auxiliary array
auxID(n). If these veri?cation counters are not equal, the
system has an error—either too feW IDcodes have been

2. The method of claim 1, further comprising the steps of:
providing an auxiliary array having a plurality of auxiliary

transmitters can be cleared from the main array.

detected or too many IDcodes have been detected so that the

registers for storing a plurality of auxiliary ID codes;

number of missing IDcodes from the main array is not equal
to the number of IDcodes loaded into the auxiliary array

providing a plurality of auxiliary ID code counters each
associated With one of the plurality of auxiliary regis
ters of the auxiliary array;
incrementing an appropriate one of the auxiliary ID code

<168>. In this event, an error message <168> is displayed to
the user on the error indicator 40 and processing passes to

the reinitialiZation step <164> and then returns <176> to the

10

point it left event block “D” <156> (FIG. 7).

of the auxiliary registers or matches one of the auxiliary
ID codes already stored in one of the auxiliary regis
ters; and

If the veri?cation step is true, processing passes to a step
<170> Wherein an array m(n) of variable siZe is de?ned from
one array element to four array elements. The array m(n)
contains the ordinal identi?ers of the array elements of

clearing any of the auxiliary registers Whose associated
auxiliary ID code counter is beloW a predetermined
auxiliary ID code counter threshold When the sum of
the auxiliary ID code counters exceeds a predetermined

mainID Which have “missing” IDcodes, i.e., mainctrID(n) is
equal to Zero (no activity). For example, if the ?rst and third
array elements of mainID had their corresponding counter
mainctrID equal to Zero, then m(1) Would be set equal to 1

auxiliary event counter threshold, Wherein any of the
auxiliary registers that are not cleared provide a sec

(for the ?rst array element) and m(3) Would be set equal to
3 (for the third array element). Then, the contents of the

ondary source of preselected ID codes for the main
array.

?lled auxID array elements are transferred <172> to the

“inactive” mainID array elements by setting mainID(m(n))
equal to auxID(n) for each n from 1 to auxregnum-1. The
“new” mainID array is then output to the RAM memory 36
for each n from 1 to 4 <174>. Processing then passes to the
reinitialiZation step <164> and returns <176> to event block
“D” <156>.
Once processing returns to event block “D” <156> (FIG.
7), processing in turn returns <154> to the main routine of
FIG. 3 <86>. The system then returns <88> to receive an
additional IDcode from the transmitters 12—18 <74> and the
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3. The method of claim 2, further comprising the steps of:
determining Whether the auxiliary array has feWer than a
predetermined number of the auxiliary ID codes; and
storing the received ID code in the auxiliary array as a
neW auxiliary ID code if the auxiliary array has feWer

than the predetermined number of the auxiliary ID
codes.

4. The method of claim 3, Wherein the determining step
includes checking hoW many of the auxiliary ID code
counters are beloW the auxiliary ID code counter threshold.

process repeats.
It Will be appreciated that the event-based automatic
learning system described herein is not limited to tire
pressure monitoring systems for vehicles. The system dis
closed is equally applicable to any Wireless system Where
unique ID codes are used to identify a transmitting source,

counters Whenever the received ID code is stored in one
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5. The method of claim 2, further comprising the step of:
resetting the main ID code counters, the auxiliary ID code
counters, and the auxiliary array if all of the main ID
code counters associated With the main ID codes in the
main array meet or exceed the main ID code counter

threshold.

particularly from multiple transmitters.

6. The method of claim 3, further comprising the steps of:
resetting the main ID code counters, the auxiliary ID code
counters, and the auxiliary array if all of the main ID

While the invention has been speci?cally described in
connection With certain speci?c embodiments thereof, it is
to be understood that this is by Way of illustration and not of

code counters associated With the main ID codes in the

limitation, and the scope of the appended claims should be
construed as broadly as the prior art Will permit.
What is claimed is:

main array meet or exceed the main ID code counter
45

1. A method for discriminating among ID codes from a
group of desired transmitters and ID codes from undesired
transmitters Wherein the number of transmissions from
undesired transmitters is less than the number of transmis
sions from desired transmitters, each transmitter having a

ters is equal to the number of the neW auxiliary ID
codes stored in the auxiliary array if at least one of the
main ID code counters falls beloW the main ID code
counter threshold;
moving the stored neW auxiliary ID codes to the clear
main registers in the main array When the number of the
clear main registers is equal to the number of the neW

unique ID code, Wherein an array has registers adapted to
store ID codes corresponding to the group of desired

transmitters, the method comprising the steps of:
providing a main array having a plurality of main registers
for storing a plurality of main ID codes;

auxiliary ID codes; and
55

providing a plurality of main ID code counters each
associated With one of the plurality of main registers of
the main array;
incrementing an appropriate one of the main ID code

resetting the main ID code counters, the auxiliary ID code
counters, and the auxiliary array after the moving step.
7. The method of claim 6, Wherein the step of determining
Whether the auxiliary array has feWer than the predetermined
number of auxiliary ID codes includes checking hoW many
of the auxiliary ID code counters are beloW the auxiliary ID

counters Whenever a received ID code is stored in one

code counter threshold.

of the main registers or matches one of the main ID

8. The method of claim 1, Wherein a single main event

codes already stored in one of the main registers; and
clearing any of the main registers Whose associated main
ID code counter is beloW a predetermined main ID
code counter threshold When the sum of the main ID
code counters exceeds a predetermined main event

threshold;
determining Whether the number of the clear main regis

counter is provided to sum the main ID code counters.

9. The method of claim 2, Wherein a single auxiliary event
65

counter is provided to sum the auxiliary ID code counters.

10. An apparatus for discriminating betWeen ID codes
from a group of desired transmitters and ID codes from
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13. The apparatus of claim 12, Wherein the controller

undesired transmitters, each transmitter having a unique ID

code, comprising:

checks hoW many of the auxiliary ID code counters are
beloW the auxiliary ID code counter threshold.
14. The apparatus of claim 11, Wherein the controller
resets the main ID code counters, the auxiliary ID code
counters, and the auxiliary array if all of the main ID code
counters associated With the main ID codes in the main array

a receiver for receiving a plurality of ID codes from a

plurality of transmitters;
a memory having a main array that includes a plurality of

main registers adapted to store a plurality of main ID
codes corresponding to the group of desired transmit
ters; and
a controller for providing:
a plurality of main ID code counters each associated
With one of the plurality of main registers of the main

meet or exceed the main ID code counter threshold.
10

array, Wherein an appropriate one of the main ID
code counters is incremented Whenever a received
ID code is stored in one of the main registers or 15

matches one of the main ID codes already stored in
one of the main registers; and

main array meet or exceed the main ID code counter

threshold;
determines Whether the number of inactive main ID codes
is equal to the number of the neW auxiliary ID codes
stored in the auxiliary array if at least one of the main
ID code counters falls beloW the main ID code counter

a main threshold detector that causes the controller to

clear any of the main registers Whose associated main
ID code counter is beloW a predetermined main ID
code counter threshold When the sum of the main ID
code counters exceeds a predetermined main event
counter threshold.

11. The apparatus of claim 10, Wherein the memory
further includes an auxiliary array having a plurality of
auxiliary registers adapted to store a plurality of auxiliary ID
codes, and Wherein the controller further provides:
a plurality of auxiliary ID code counters each associated
With one of the plurality of auxiliary registers of the
auxiliary array, Wherein an appropriate one of auxiliary

15. The apparatus of claim 12, Wherein the controller;
resets the main ID code counters, the auxiliary ID code
counters, and the auxiliary array if all of the main ID
code counters associated With the main ID codes in the

threshold;
removes the inactive main ID codes if the number of

inactive main ID codes is equal to the number of the
neW auxiliary ID codes;
25

moves the neW auxiliary ID codes to the main array to

replace the removed inactive main ID codes; and
resets the main ID code counters, the auxiliary ID code
counters, and the auxiliary array after moving the neW
auxiliary ID codes to the main array.
16. The apparatus of claim 15, Wherein the controller
determines Whether the auxiliary array has feWer than the

ID code counters is incremented Whenever the received
ID code is stored in one of the auxiliary registers or

predetermined number of auxiliary ID codes by determining

matches one of the auxiliary ID codes already stored in
one of the auxiliary registers; and

hoW many of the auxiliary ID code counters are beloW the
auxiliary ID code counter threshold.

an auxiliary threshold detector that causes the controller 35

to clear any of the auxiliary registers Whose associated
auxiliary ID code counter is beloW a predetermined

a user indicator coupled to the controller to indicate an

error if the controller determines that the number of the
inactive main ID codes is not equal to the number of the

auxiliary ID code counter threshold When the sum of
the auxiliary ID code counters exceeds a predetermined

neW auxiliary ID codes stored in the auxiliary array if

auxiliary event counter threshold, Wherein any of the

at least one of the main ID code counters falls beloW the
main ID code counter threshold.

auxiliary registers that are not cleared provide a sec

ondary source of preselected ID codes for the main

18. The apparatus of claim 10, Wherein a single main
event counter provides the sum of the main ID code

array.

12. The apparatus of claim 11, Wherein the controller
checks the memory to determine Whether the auxiliary array
has feWer than a predetermined number of the auxiliary ID
codes and stores the received ID code in the auxiliary array
as a neW auxiliary ID code if the auxiliary array has feWer

than the predetermined number of the auxiliary ID codes.

17. The apparatus of claim 15, further comprising;

counters.
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19. The apparatus of claim 11, Wherein a single auxiliary
event counter provides the sum of the auxiliary ID code
counters.

